
Our Satyan Robo Champs prove it to the world again. 

 

Our Robo Champs Aryaman Verma and Lakishta Verma students of class V and IV, 

Sat Paul Mittal school, havemade us proud and proved it yet again to the world that 

the Satyans are progressing by leaps and bounds in technology education. They 

have won the First prize in the prestigious World Educational Robot Contest 2015.  

WER is an international robot contestwhich was organized on 28th and 29th 

November 2015,by Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. It is a mega technology 

education event that saw the participation of more than 300,000 teenagers from 20 

countries. Our mission of making Satyans technologically fluent is in sync with the 

mission of the contest of preparing future global citizen to understand, apply and 

manage technology. 

 

Aryaman and Lakhista as a team had proved their mettle by showing their hands-on 

ability, creativity, teamwork and progressiveness. They won the various levels of the 

contest that included not only the making of the robot but also tasks given on the 

sport like - Skill Interview, Extended Task, Thesis Defense, Team Contest, Poster 

Selection etc. 

 

On this occasion Col. Dr D.B. Sharma, Director, Sat Paul Mittal School congratulated 

the children and said that it is a matter of great pride and elation to know that we are 

on the right path of actualization of our vision of making Satyans technologically 

fluent and responsible citizens of tomorrow.   

 

It was a very proud moment for the parents, school and Ludhiana community and 

both the kids thanked everyone for their good wishes. They have come back with a 

lot of amazing learning and beautiful memories which they were very eager to share. 

They have taken a vow to extend their knowledge and experience to their fellow 

Satyans and become trail blazers. 
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